When: Friday, January 27, 2017

Career Fair – 10:00am to 12pm

Pre-selected interviews - 12:45pm – 5pm

Where: Haverford College Alumni Field House 370 Lancaster Avenue
Haverford, PA 19041

What: The Philadelphia Career Connection is a Tri-college recruiting day where students from Swarthmore, Haverford and Bryn Mawr can meet with employers from the Greater Philadelphia area.

Students will have the opportunity to connect with employers at the career fair and meet with them one-on-one during pre-selected interviews for internship and full-time opportunities.

How: To participate in the interview portion of the event, visit SwatCareers (Jump To Tri-college Recruiting) and apply for opportunities of interest. The application deadline is Wednesday, January 11, 2017.*

*All students are encouraged to participate in the career fair portion of the event even if they don’t have an interview scheduled.

Sample List of Employers & Job Descriptions:

Chatham Financial Corporation

As a global financial advisory services and technology solutions firm, Chatham Financial specializes in the debt and derivatives markets. Our solutions serve the investment and risk management needs of clients across a spectrum of industries and markets. As such, we have offices in the United States, Europe, Asia and Australia.

Through our blend of expert advisory services and proven technologies, we enable companies to develop effective financial strategies and successfully execute programs that optimize their business goals.

Financial Risk Analyst

For graduating or recent college graduates looking to be challenged in a purpose-driven company that strives to cultivate trust and transparency with clients and among colleagues, Chatham Financial is a full-service financial advisory & technology solutions provider that takes an unexpected approach to developing individuals into successful and impactful financial professionals.
Chatham focuses on making impact beyond the financial bottom line by creating positive impact in our markets, with our clients, our fellow employees, and our communities, while fostering a unique culture with strong camaraderie. This camaraderie encourages on-the-job teamwork and engagement beyond the day-to-day through opportunities for community service, regular social interaction and team-oriented company events and activities. Chatham values the whole employee, including life outside of work and personal interests, and this caring and support results in an upbeat and relationally-oriented environment.

As a result, people feel empowered and supported, knowing that Chatham values each person as an individual, not just for the work they do, but for the contributions they make toward fulfilling our purposes.

Areas of focus for Analysts include: Hedging, Investment Banking, Defeasance, Complex Advisory, ChathamDirect (SaaS)

**Summer Risk Analyst (Sophomores & Juniors are eligible)**

Summer@Chatham offers the opportunity to experience our unique culture firsthand while gaining exposure and expertise in the financial markets.

What will I be doing?

You will be embedded within a Sector or Practice area team at Chatham and will be assigned a project that incorporates critical thinking, problem solving and presentation abilities. Your daily tasks within your team role will involve working on derivative trades, client research, and analyses as you learn about Chatham’s special skills in impressing clients around the world. Aside from your daily tasks, your assigned project will give you the opportunity to add value to the team and contribute to the work at Chatham.

Examples of past projects and their Chatham and industry-wide impact include: developing a client business plan, researching financial risk management practices of publicly listed firms, SWOT analysis of service or product, redesigning client education materials.

What will I learn?

We want you to be able to jump right in, so on your first day you’ll receive a training plan with sessions that will orient you to Chatham and the finance industry.

How will this experience make me a better person?

We hope that Summer@Chatham is an experience that not only cultivates your business and professional skills but also contributes to your personal growth. Mid-summer you’ll participate in self-assessments that will provide insight into your natural abilities and how you can influence your future. This is a learning experience you can leverage beyond the summer.

---

**College Possible**

College Possible is a growing nonprofit dedicated to coaching low-income students to-and-through college, breaking the cycle of poverty and empowering our workforce. Our rigorously-tested model earns top-of-field results that have helped 98 percent of students served earn admission to college and supported nearly 80 percent through graduation. A 2011 Harvard study found that the program more than doubles a student’s chance of enrolling in a four-year college. Our after-school services include (1) academic support through ACT/SAT test preparation; (2) college application assistance; (3) financial aid consulting; (4) guidance in the college transition; and (5) support toward college degree completion.

*AmeriCorps and VISTA Positions*
As an AmeriCorps organization, College Possible is recruiting college graduates to serve for one year to help make a college degree and college success possible for low-income students. With positions ranging from working directly with students to writing grants to coordinating events, there are many opportunities offered. Not only do College Possible AmeriCorps members make a difference in their community, they gain valuable experience for their next job or graduate school endeavor.

Committee of Seventy

*Please note that the Committee of Seventy is only attending the Career Fair and will not be conducting interviews at the Philadelphia Career Connection Event. You may submit your resume here for their review.

The Committee of Seventy was founded in 1904 to fight for honest and effective government, fair elections and better informed citizens in Philadelphia. Seventy played a major role in the adoption of civil service reforms and the passage of the 1919 and 1951 Home Rule Charters. Seventy later produced comprehensive analyses on governmental agencies and departments, has filed amicus briefs on various electoral and City Charter issues and has been the area’s most recognized crusader for safeguarding elections and protecting voters’ rights. Seventy continues this campaign today as the city’s only independent and nonpartisan advocate for better government and politics.

Although the organization’s traditional competencies have included ethics, campaign finance, redistricting and elections, Seventy occasionally ventures into other policy areas including education, taxes and budgetary issues. Major recent initiatives include leading a nonpartisan coalition of 100+ organizations to educate voters about the 2012 Voter ID Law and advocating to tighten the city’s gifts rules for public employees and officials. Seventy was also deeply involved in the early 2000’s reform movement credited with significantly cleaning up city government; this included new “pay-to-play” laws regarding city contracts, campaign contribution caps and disclosure rules for local candidates and a new independent Board of Ethics with teeth to enforce the law.

Public Policy Internship (juniors and seniors only)

Public Policy Interns report to Seventy’s Policy Program Manager but work closely with all of Seventy’s staff and interns, including President and CEO David Thornburgh. Interns can expect hands-on experience in day-to-day policy and program work, as well as communications and development projects to grow the organization and increase Seventy’s impact.

Responsibilities may include:

• Conducting research in Seventy’s core mission areas of campaign finance, elections and voting, government reform, and ethics and transparency.

• Assisting in the administration of the 2017 Election Program, Election Ambassador Corps and Election Innovation Challenge. Responsibilities may include communicating with partner groups, coordinating the volunteer network, and managing program materials.

• Preparing materials and supporting logistics of candidate debates or issue forums in the 2017 election season.

• Assisting individuals who contact Seventy’s office or submit inquiries via email. Interns will be trained in the basics of Philadelphia government and politics with an emphasis on elections and voting procedures.

• Developing and editing Seventy’s website content and social media presence. Important tasks may include monitoring and analyzing metrics to guide the organization’s content and engagement strategy.
• Attending meetings or forums with representatives of government and community groups.

• Assisting with fundraising, marketing or development projects including prospect and foundation research, events and grant writing, as assigned by the Senior Director of Development and Communications.

---

**Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation**

The FDIC will be conducting informational interviews at the Philadelphia Career Connection Tri-College Recruiting Day on Friday, January 27th, 2017. You should only apply for this position if you are planning to attend the event and are available to interview on-site.

***OPEN ONLY TO SENIORS AND RECENT GRADUATES WITH MAJORS OF STUDY IN ECONOMICS, MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)***

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) is an independent agency of the federal government responsible for insuring deposits made by individuals and companies in banks and other thrift institutions.

**Financial Institution Specialist**

The FDIC has an exciting entry-level employment opportunity for seniors and recent graduates in its Corporate Employee Program (CEP). Financial Institution Specialist (FIS) positions are located at 85 FDIC office locations throughout the U.S. Successful applicants will perform mission-critical work -- evaluating the financial condition of FDIC-insured institutions and protecting depositors and consumers from harm, traveling the country in a unique role that only a few experience. The program includes both formal classroom and on-the-job training, and every participant is assigned an individual coach or mentor. Participants receive regular grade and pay increases during the program as they complete established training benchmarks. During the first year of the program, participants perform rotational assignments to become familiar with the Corporation’s major business functions. They are then placed in one of three disciplines to complete the requirements for a commission: (1) Risk Management (to evaluate the financial condition of insured institutions); (2) Compliance/Consumer Protection (to ensure compliance with fair lending, consumer protection, and community reinvestment statutes and regulations); or (3) Resolutions/Receivership Management (to oversee the closure of failed financial institutions and management of the ensuing receiverships).

FISs typically work in teams and often must travel extensively to conduct on-site exams or close failed banks. They assess financial institutions to determine whether they are following safe and sound banking practices, maintaining effective internal controls and procedures, managing their institutions effectively, and complying with all applicable laws and regulations, including those relating to consumer protection, privacy, community reinvestment, and fair lending. They also participate in activities related to the closing and sale of failing financial institutions and the management of the ensuing receivership, including the management and disposition of failed bank assets.

**Financial Management Scholars Internship Program**

***OPEN ONLY TO JUNIORS MAJORING IN ECONOMICS, MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS***

As one of the nation’s premier financial regulatory agencies, the FDIC offers outstanding opportunities for learning and career development, while performing meaningful work. FDIC employees combine in-depth expertise on finance and banking operations with a commitment to public service.

Start your Career in the Company of Great Minds!
The FDIC is currently recruiting students in their junior years for the highly selective Financial Management Scholars Program (FMSP). The FMSP is a paid, 11-week summer internship that will provide highly-qualified college juniors majoring in economics, business, accounting, finance, or a related field (including mathematics and statistics) with an opportunity to get hands-on experience evaluating bank operations, business plans, risk management strategies, and consumer protection practices. Participants will work with teams of FDIC employees responsible for examining the financial condition of insured financial institutions, protecting the public’s insured deposits, enforcing consumer protection and fair lending laws, and managing the assets of failed financial institutions. At the end of the program, successful participants may receive offers to come work for the FDIC after they graduate.

---

Fund for the Public Interest

Fund for the Public Interest is a national, nonprofit organization that runs campaigns for America’s leading environmental and public interest organizations. We launched the Fund in 1982 to help find ways to engage people on the most pressing problems of our day and turn that support into solutions. And now we run the nation’s largest and most effective canvassing and telephone membership operation. Our canvassers and callers talk to people one-on-one and through those interactions help make thousands, sometimes millions of people’s voices heard, through petitions, emails, small donations and meetings. That’s people power, and that’s what it takes to make a difference for the environment, for our democracy, and more.

Canvass Director

There’s no sugarcoating it: The election results are profoundly disappointing. We woke up to a President who denies climate change and stands with coal and dirty energy. We woke up to a country whose politics are more divided than ever. We need passionate hardworking people to tip the scale back in the public interest.

As a canvass director for the Fund, you’ll run a campaign office in one of dozens of cities across the country. You’ll recruit, hire and manage a campaign staff of 10 to 40 people. You and your staff will raise money, sign up members, and build clout in that community through canvassing neighborhoods to educate citizens about the issues and get them involved in campaigns to win real change. You’ll also work with our partner organizations to use campaign tactics outside of canvassing, such as petition drives, coalition building, letter writing, phone banks, media work, or news conferences.

In essence, your job is to build a team of committed activists who mobilize thousands of citizens to take action. You give leading groups the people power they need to win.

It’s definitely not your typical entry-level job. It’s a campaign environment, and we’ll give you more responsibility than you probably thought you could handle. So you’ll have to think on your feet and be ready to put in the hours it’ll take to make a difference on these campaigns. But the most rewarding part of the job is that at the end of the day, you’ll know you’re making a significant difference — not just on the issues you’re working on, but also for the staff you’re training and the people you’re talking to in the community.

---

Keystone Human Services
Since 1972, Keystone Human Services has been supporting and empowering adults and children in our quest to honor, engage, and advance the human spirit. From dreams of employment, education, and creative expression to the profound desire for love, friendship, respect, and autonomy, the individuals impacted by the Keystone vision highlight the significance of our collective experience and shared values.

**Community Support Professional (CSP)**

Keystone Autism Services is seeking a full time Community Support Professional (CSP) to join our mission in working together to serve the community and creating an environment where all people can grow, make choices and be valued and contributing members of society.

The CSP is a clinically oriented position that provides one-on-one support within residential and community settings for adults living with autism. This position implements objectives consistent with an individualized support plan, assists in skill development and evaluates and monitors goal progress.

Responsibilities Include:

- Provide one-on-one support in accordance with objectives identified in the Individualized Service Plans within both residential and community settings
- Implement strategies and interventions outlined in the Behavior Support Plan and Teaching Plans
- Work with a team of professionals to identify concerns and develop targeted interventions
- Collaborate with providers and act as a liaison between the individual and providers
- Ensure that all activities pertaining to the individuals’ progress are properly documented and maintained in a confidential manner
- Gather data, routinely report on, monitor and evaluate goal progress on goal areas as outlined in the ISP
- Perform personal care, assist with Activities of Daily Living and encourage independence
- Administer medications as needed

**M&T Bank Corporation**

As an MDP, you’ll join one of the 20 largest commercial bank holding companies in the U.S. With over 16,000 employees and more than 700 branches, M&T serves more than two million consumer households and commercial clients. Established over 155 years ago, we’re regarded as one of the strongest and most highly respected regional banks in the country. Through our affiliate, Wilmington Trust, we are also a premier provider of wealth management and corporate trust solutions.

Headquartered in Buffalo, NY, M&T Bank has locations throughout DC, DE, MD, NJ, NY, PA, VA, and WV. To learn more about M&T’s financial performance, commitment to its community, and culture, visit www.mtb.com/AboutUs.

**Management Development Program:**

Since 1983, M&T’s Management Development Program (MDP) has been the entry point for undergraduate students of all majors looking to further develop their leadership skills and grow their business acumen.

What can you expect from the Management Development Program?
• Non-rotational program with a direct-placement position, where you immediately add value
• Intensive training in communication, leadership, and finance; enabling you to apply these skills in daily roles
• Access to an instant peer group that is passionate about serving M&T’s communities and provide an understanding of all divisions at the bank
• Networking opportunities with senior leadership

Branch Management Function:

Management Trainees working in our Retail Branches operate in a multi-faceted environment constantly interacting and building relationships with current and prospective clients. Employees will develop and enhance their skills to become successful managers by:

• Forming internal partnerships to support the goals of their branch
• Integration with local business community to grow our communities and businesses
• Providing exceptional customer service through account and relationship development

Finance Function:

Management Trainees working in Finance will have the opportunity to work alongside senior management and make an immediate impact in their division. Whether as a Financial Analyst or Auditor, employees will have exposure to:

• Financial planning & analysis
• Statistical modeling
• Analyzing large data sets and economics trends
• Capital forecasting

Management Trainees working in Marketing will utilize different media channels incorporating customer and market expectations through:

• Online & Mobile Banking
• Brand Campaign
• Competitive Analysis of peer banks
• Advertising new products

Process Improvement Function:

Management Trainees working in the Process Improvement function will have optimal exposure to the organization and assist with key business initiatives and have the opportunity to manage projects related to the following:

• Optimize business model
• Partner with cross-functional teams
• Mitigate operational risk
• Business case development

Management Trainees working in Technology will further develop technical and project management skills. Employees will participate one of the bank’s strategic initiatives to optimize daily operations through:

• Application development
• Architecture
• Innovation
• Production Operations

Wealth Services Function:

Management Trainees working in Wealth Services will assist in the sophisticated financial planning & support for high net worth clients and corporate clients. Employees will be exposed to multiple functions in Wealth Services by:

• Fiduciary responsibility & management of trust assets
• Identifying opportunities based on client needs
• Enhancing client experience and relationships

---

**Match Education**

The Match Charter Public School is a nationally recognized, high-performing school that serves low-income students in Boston. The school has four campuses: Match Community Day, Match Next, Match Middle School, and Match High School, cumulatively serving grades Pre-K through 12. Our mission is to prepare ALL of our students to succeed in college and beyond. Many of our students arrive to our school several grade levels behind. We believe that with great teachers, tutors, and staff, as well as quality instruction and uncompromising expectations, these students can and will succeed.

Our work is done through a combination of innovation, drive, and an emphasis on relationship building with students and their families.

**Match Corps**

Match Corps is a one-year education fellowship where members serve as full-time tutors and mentors at one of our four campuses. Throughout each school day, they function as full-time tutors to small groups of students, typically 2 or 3 students at a time, in Math and/or English Language Arts, working to close the learning gaps for their students and support their accelerated growth. By working with the same small groups every day, Corps members are able to build strong, genuine relationships with their students and differentiate learning for them in dynamic ways while providing individualized support as a mentor. They also build ongoing relationships with students’ families through weekly communications and interactions.

Corps members also play an integral role in the daily functioning of our school. In addition to tutoring, Corps members have the opportunity to serve alongside school leaders, staff, and teachers as teaching assistants or administrative
assistants to further contribute to the school community and learn more about the inner workings of a high performing school.

Match Corps members come from a wide range of backgrounds and experiences. Some of our Corps members are looking to teach in an urban setting long term, but many are not. Many of our tutors join because they are searching for a service year experience—either because they are taking a gap year before graduate or professional school and want to do something meaningful for a year, are interested in exploring a career in non-profits or education policy, or are simply passionate about social justice. No matter their long-term career objectives or previous background, they all have the common goal of making a meaningful impact on today’s youth.

**Match Teacher Residency**

Want to be a game-changing rookie teacher in a high-performing urban public school? We think teaching is the hardest and most important job in the world – a job that demands highly focused and intensive preparation. Start your teaching career off right by becoming a Match Teacher Resident and graduate student in the Charles Sposato Graduate School of Education. We’re actively seeking our next cohort of aspiring elementary, middle and high school teachers.

**HOW IT WORKS**

**Year 1:**

Match Teacher Residents (MTRs) spend full days in the nationally acclaimed Match Charter Public School, which serves low-income students in grades pre-K-12, in Boston.

MTRs serve about 40 volunteer hours a week as tutors in Match Corps, an AmeriCorps program, and also spend time daily in classrooms where they observe, assist, and ultimately assume full-time teaching responsibilities.

Two nights per week, plus Saturdays, MTRs attend graduate classes, complete assignments (e.g. practicing lesson planning and analyzing video of effective teachers), and participate in teaching simulations through the Sposato Graduate School of Education (SGSE).

SGSE coaches and faculty provide frequent personalized feedback to MTRs as they ramp up in their teaching responsibilities.

By the end of the year at Match, successful MTRs get a Massachusetts “Initial” teaching license, and obtain a full-time teaching position in a high-performing urban school in the city of their choice.

**Year 2:**

MTR graduates work as full-time teachers in high-performing public schools serving low-income populations.

As Sposato students, they participate in a year-long remote course that’s supported by individualized coaching. Their classroom practice is evaluated using a battery of assessments to determine conferment of a Master’s in Effective Teaching (MET) degree.
Moody’s Analytics

Moody’s Analytics, a unit of Moody’s Corporation, helps capital markets and credit risk management professionals worldwide respond to an evolving marketplace with confidence. The company offers unique tools and best practices for measuring and managing risk through expertise and experience in credit analysis, economic research and financial risk management.

Associate Economist, Associate Economist- Credit Analytics

The Associate Economist would be responsible for in-depth research and forecasting for state and metropolitan economies and international economies; producing written analysis for our regional and international publications; and responding to client requests and inquiries. The work requires general spreadsheet analysis, in depth computer programming for data transformation and estimation, collecting and interpreting data for clients, working with the senior staff on larger research and consulting projects, and contributing to our live commentary website.

Northeastern University Graduate School of Professional Accounting: MSA+MBA Dual Degree, MSA, and MST

MS in Accounting+ MBA Dual Degree:

With a solid and proven track record, this dual degree program gives non-accounting majors a rapid and direct path to a rewarding career. In just 15 months, you will earn your MS in Accounting and MBA. This includes a three-month paid internship at a leading accounting firm, plus comprehensive preparation for the CPA exam through curriculum approved by the Massachusetts Board of Public Accountancy. What’s more, 100% of our graduates, who have applied for a position at a regional, national, or Big Four accounting firm in the last three years, have been hired.

At the D’Amore-McKim School of Business, we know you are eager to begin your career. So we are fully prepared to get you started on an accelerated path with a focused, robust program that enables you to earn two degrees in just 15 months. Our program begins in late May and ends in August of the following year. First, you will be immersed in core classes in business and accounting. Then, during the busiest time of the year, you will work in a three-month paid internship at a top accounting firm. After your internship, you will return to the classroom for an intensive curriculum of in-depth MBA and accounting courses, the latter specifically selected to prepare you for the CPA exam.

Master of Science in Accounting:

The D’Amore-McKim MS in Accounting program takes the guess-work out of becoming a CPA. Our program is approved by the state Board of Accountancy in Massachusetts.

MS in Accounting courses begin in late May and are full-time. Students are now allowed to choose a career focused track in either Audit or Taxation. Upon selection of a track, required and elective courses are chosen towards fulfillment of the degree. Most of the courses in the new curriculum are required. Students do have the option to choose 6 credits of electives of choice based on their track.
Our MSA alumni have a strong presence within top accounting firms, helping you to expand your network. Our alumni and corporate networks have proven to be valuable resources for MSA students and graduates as they advance their careers.

Master in Taxation:

The MS in Taxation program is designed with the working professional in mind. This is a part-time program with three convenient entry terms: Fall, Spring, and Summer. You can complete the program at your own pace and schedule your courses in a manner that balances your work and personal schedule. All classes are held after 5:00 p.m., with a majority of courses offered at our Financial District Campus.

As a D’Amore-McKim MS in Taxation student, you can expand your professional network by connecting with other tax professionals in Northeastern’s alumni and corporate communities. Our MST alumni have a strong presence within top accounting firms. The majority of our faculty are also Northeastern alumni who are high-level working professionals.

Notch Partners

Notch Partners is a boutique consulting firm. We connect our private equity clients with industry-leading executives to assess investment opportunities, generate deal ideas, and/or improve the performance of their portfolio companies. We help facilitate long standing relationships between leading executives and our retained clients who range in fund size from $250 million to $15 billion.

Our clients view us as essential in their efforts to differentiate themselves in an increasingly competitive private equity world. Notch maintains high-trust relationships with executives, helping them to navigate the often unfamiliar territory of private equity, as well as assisting them with the development of proprietary investment strategies of their own.

Notch Partners is based in Millburn, NJ, approximately 20 miles from New York City and easily accessible from NY Penn Station via NJ Transit. Please refer to www.notchpartners.com for additional firm information.

Associate

Notch professionals, at all levels, work collaboratively with highly accomplished private equity investors and world-class C-level executives. The range of day-to-day responsibilities of an Associate typically include (but is not limited to): executive background research and cultivation, collaborative development of deal ideas with executives, competitive industry analysis, and assessment of buyout targets.

Philadelphia Higher Education Network for Neighborhood Development (PHENND)

The Philadelphia Higher Education Network for Neighborhood Development (PHENND) is a consortium of over 30 colleges and universities in the greater Philadelphia area. PHENND works to build the capacity of its member institutions to develop mutually beneficial, sustained, and democratic community-based service-learning partnerships. The consortium actively seeks to revitalize local communities and schools and foster civic responsibility among the region’s colleges and universities.
Higher educational institutions can function as permanent anchors and partners for community improvement. Moreover it is deeply in their interests to do so; their futures are intertwined with that of their neighborhoods. PHENND provides a vehicle for coordinating and, where appropriate, combining the efforts of higher eds so that they can make a significant contribution to improving the entire Philadelphia region.

**Community Partnerships Coordinator (AmeriCorps VISTA)**

Help Philadelphia public school kids get more resources and deepen your knowledge of the urban education landscape! Join a cohort of dedicated, resourceful AmeriCorps VISTAs working to strengthen communication, collaboration, and community in Philadelphia's public schools.

The Philadelphia Higher Education Network for Neighborhood Development (PHENND) is seeking candidates to serve a one-year term as an AmeriCorps VISTA in the School District of Philadelphia. VISTAs are placed at selected public schools to engage, develop, and manage community partnerships in order to better serve students, teachers, and families. There are also a few positions in key offices at the School District of Philadelphia to support partnership development on a city-wide scale.

The school-based AmeriCorps VISTAs will coordinate and facilitate relationships between their school and external community partners with a goal of integrating the partners’ services into the school’s schedule and aligning their work with the needs of the school. The overall goal is to ensure these partnerships are mutually beneficial, sustainable, and serving students effectively. The VISTAs will work directly with key administrators and teachers to ensure strong communication with external partners.

---

**Quaker Voluntary Service**

Quaker Voluntary Service is a year-long service program in which young adults, between the ages 21-30, live communally, work full time at social service and social change agencies, and explore themes of spiritual and personal growth with local Quakers

**Quaker Voluntary Service Fellow**

An ideal QVS Fellow brings an openness to working with diverse community members, a willingness to explore questions of faith and spirituality, and an ability to function well in a professional setting. QVS Fellows should be prepared to ask challenging questions of themselves and each other about how to live simply, with integrity and justice while doing meaningful and mutually empowering service with marginalized populations. QVS service sites cover a wide range of social and environmental issues including, but not limited to, housing and homelessness, immigration, environmental sustainability, economic justice, education, human rights issues, mental and physical disability, youth justice, and racial inequality.

Fellowships are available in Atlanta, GA, Boston, MA, Philadelphia, PA, and Portland, OR. QVS provides housing and utilities, a public transit pass, grocery allowance, health and wellness support (including access to insurance if needed), support for student loans, a simple living stipend, support to attend conferences and trainings dedicated time for reflection and community building, as well as robust support from staff and volunteers. All Fellows who successfully complete the year will receive a $500 exit stipend.
The New England Center for Children

The New England Center for Children has 40 years of experience helping children with autism. Started in 1975 with only $30,000 from the Massachusetts DMH, it has grown to be one of the most respected autism institutes in the world. Today, NECC is the global leader in providing effective, evidence-based educational services to children with autism. We rely on the science of applied behavior analysis to help children with autism reach their greatest potential.

Teachers / Childcare Professionals

All of our teachers, regardless of previous experience, receive extensive training and learn to apply the principles of behavior analysis to teach children, adolescents and young adults to acquire skills and maximize independence in the areas of academics, socialization, self-control of behavior, activities of daily living, communication and employment services. Whether working in the school, the community or the residence, all teachers are trained to competency and are expected to implement the full range of behavioral and educational programs individually designed for each student.

LEVEL II TEACHER – This entry-level position for individuals who are looking to begin a career in the field of human services. This position is for individuals who may have little experience to some formal experience working with children with special needs. These teachers work both in the school and in our residences with some evening and weekend hours. While all teachers work with all the students on the team, a Level II teacher, who has had some formal experience may serves as a case manager for 1 student and is responsible for educational program design, IEP development and regular communication with parents. - Overseeing facilities renovations, from project start to completion, ensuring that contractors' work is timely, of high quality, and on budget.

Tortoise Investment Management

Tortoise Investment Management is a rapidly growing independent investment management firm managing over $700 million. Based in White Plains, NY (just outside of New York City), we provide customized, sophisticated investment management and financial advice for high net worth families and individuals throughout the country. Our investment philosophy emphasizes asset allocation and a conservative, long-term approach. Every member of our investment team, from the junior-most analyst to the founder, participates in the management of our investment portfolios and our client relationships. Our business has been built upon our core principle of putting our clients’ interests first. It is crucial to our ongoing success that we continue to attract, develop and retain employees with the highest level of integrity.

The work we do is challenging, engaging, and purpose-driven, and it has a meaningful impact on the lives of our clients. It requires a level of intellectual curiosity, effective communication skills, and an ability to balance multiple responsibilities. If you are interested in finance and want to work with real people, wealth management could be right for you.

Analyst

The analyst will work on a wide variety of projects ranging from investment research and portfolio management to client service and operational support. As part of a small business, the analyst will routinely work directly with senior management.

Summer Intern (Sophomores & juniors eligible)

The summer intern will work on a wide variety of projects ranging from investment research to client service and operational support. As part of a small business, the summer intern will routinely work directly with senior management.
Tuck Business Bridge, held at the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College, is a total immersion business program designed to prepare top liberal arts and science undergrads for challenging careers. With a comprehensive business core curriculum, taught by the Tuck School of Business's top-ranked MBA faculty, a capstone team project, and one-on-one guidance from the Tuck's Career Development Office, The Tuck Business Bridge Program® can give you the skills confidence you'll need to get a job and succeed. All in just 4 weeks this summer.

This program is tuition based. Learn more at [http://bridge.tuck.dartmouth.edu/](http://bridge.tuck.dartmouth.edu/)

Tuck Business Bridge will be conducting informational interviews with students at this event. Students are encouraged to "apply" through the posting and also to stop by the booth during the career fair portion of the event. Selected students will be able to sign up for a time slot for an informational interview. The informational interviews will allow students to learn more about the program and to have any questions answered.

---

**Urban Teachers**

Change the Lives of Thousands While Changing Your Own.

Join Urban Teachers in Baltimore, Dallas/Fort Worth or Washington, DC

Urban Teachers is transforming the way people are prepared for a career in teaching. Through hands-on training, coaching and peer supports, we give teachers the skills they need to improve outcomes for students in high-need communities. By doing so, our teachers are changing the lives of the students, families and communities they serve, as well their own.

**Urban Teachers Resident**

Urban Teachers participants are part of an unprecedented commitment to student performance: only those who demonstrate effective teaching practice, student learning gains and growth mindset/professionalism are recommended for certification (general and special education) and complete the full four-year program.

Urban Teachers participants are among the most expert and result-oriented in the nation because:

- We provide the best teacher preparation available. During the first year of the four-year program, before you start teaching on your own, you’ll spend 1,500 hours working with students in urban classrooms.

- During this time you also begin graduate coursework for a Master of Science in Education degree from the Johns Hopkins University School of Education—ranked #2 in the country. All coursework is clinically based, allowing for immediate practice of learned skills in the classroom and equipping you with a toolbox of proven strategies for working with all students.

- Our four (4) years of mentoring and support tailored to your needs—from coaches and peers—is available longer than any other preparation program. This includes three (3) full years of one-on-one coaching to ensure you grow into an effective teacher. And, because Urban Teachers prepares you for the job from day one, you’ll be able to quickly grow into a teacher leader, providing support and guidance to your colleagues in your school and city.
Vanguard Inc.

The Vanguard Group is an American investment management company based in Malvern, Pennsylvania, that manages approximately $3.6 trillion in assets.

Client Relationship Specialist

Join the team that is the voice of Vanguard to over 5.2 million individual investors, and launch a dynamic career in the financial services industry with a position in Vanguard’s Retail Investor Group (RIG).

As a Client Relationship Specialist, your typical day includes:

Assisting all types of investors with meeting their financial goals—the young adult opening a first account, a family saving for a child’s college education, a married couple investing for their first home, a high net worth client preserving her wealth, or an entrepreneur managing his small-business retirement plan.

Using virtual technology to connect with clients and help them manage their assets.

Developing relationships with clients to understand their unique investment needs and position appropriate products or solutions.

This job is for you if you:

Have strong communication and relationship management skills.

Excel in explaining complex information in ways that are easy to understand.

Are looking to develop your business and financial acumen.

Are eager to compliment your professional background by obtaining your FINRA Series licenses.

Want to be part of a small team that’s motivated by helping others and serving the best interests of our investors.

Like to work hard and have a thirst for knowledge

Are flexible and thrive in fast-paced work environments.

Aspire to a successful career in financial services.

Crave an environment where you can develop professionally and personally.

Want to enjoy coming to work every day because you care about your teammates and the investors you support.

Share our commitment to strengthening communities by donating time, talent, and treasure.

Wells Fargo

Wells Fargo & Company is an American international banking and financial services holding company headquartered in San Francisco, California, with "hubquarters" throughout the country.
Financial Analyst Program - Corporate Banking & Corporate Banking Intern (Juniors only)

The Financial Analyst Program is an early talent program that incorporates extensive training and coaching to help you build your analytical skills, master credit underwriting, and prepare you for your next career move.

Wells Fargo Corporate Banking works with large corporate and institutional clients as well as companies in specialized industry segments ranging from energy and gaming to financial sponsors and equity funds. Corporate Banking has teams dedicated to serving the specialized needs of a number of different industries. We serve:

Consumer & Retail: We work with clients with $500 million or greater in revenue in consumer products, food & beverage, apparel, grocery and c-stores, and retail companies.

Energy: We work with a wide range of public and private, middle-market, and large corporate companies in all sectors of the oil and gas industry, including exploration and production; energy services and equipment; mid-stream; pipeline; and refining.

Financial institutions: We work with international, national, and regional financial services providers in the insurance, securities brokerage, asset management, exchange, payment processing, financial technology, title, and consumer and commercial finance industries.

Gaming: We work with multiple-jurisdiction, public, and private gaming companies; Native American casinos; and single-property gaming enterprises.

Healthcare: We serve the needs of for-profit public and private healthcare companies across all subsectors of the industry.

Industrials: We serve the needs of global corporations across industry sectors including basics materials, diversified industries, transportation, defense & technology services.

Restaurants: We work with national and regional restaurant brands with sales greater than $50 million, large franchisees in established systems, convenience store and gas station owner/operators, and landlords with single-tenant retail properties.

Technology, Media & Telecom: We provide innovative financial solutions, a robust suite of banking products and services, and industry expertise to companies across their growth stages – from startups, to middle-market movers, to

WHYY

WHYY-FM is the flagship National Public Radio station serving Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the Delaware Valley. WHYY serves the community by contributing to the quality of life through education, information, entertainment and inspiration.

*Please note that WHYY will be attending the Career Fair to answer questions about their internship opportunities. Students should not apply here in the Tri-Co but apply directly on their website at: http://www.whyy.org/about/internships.php

**Internships (juniors and seniors only)**

WHYY Internship Opportunities Include:

Morning Edition (WHYY-FM)

NewsWorks — FM

NewsWorks — Editorial

NewsWorks — TV (Wilmington)

Public Media Commons Instructional Assistant

Public Information Intern

Human Resources Intern

Friday Arts (WHYY-TV)

On Tour (WHYY-TV)

PlanPhilly

Radio Times (WHYY-FM)

You Bet Your Garden (WHYY-FM)

WHYY offers unpaid internships to junior- and senior-year undergraduates, graduate and postgraduate students throughout the year.

Note: International applicants must have a valid visa. WHYY does not assist with visa applications.